
No.  NEGATIVES 

1 Some Dr's give the impression that you are not important enough at times 

2 Receptionist asking the Dr's questions over the phone 

3 Long Journey from Southowram 

4 Waiting for a long time to see the Dr 

5 Waiting to long to see the Dr 

6 Sometimes waiting times are longer than appt time,  appt 5.40, seen 6.30 

7 I feel like one of the doctors is not as efficient as the rest and I feel uncomfortable and have no  

 
confidence in seeing her which means booking an appt is difficult. 

8 Sometimes having to wait nearly an hour after booked appt, is frustrating45 - 1 hr is ridiculous 

9 I have had an issue with a receptionist when she made it quite clear she couldn’t be bothered to listen to me.  

10 Poor management 

11 Having to visit 

12 Not being able to get an appt sooner 

13 Inconvenient location for me SPR, I need to go to Boots which isnt always possible. 

14 Waiting around for calls from the Dr 

15 Having to ask for tiolet key 

16 Waiting area is too sad looking 

17 The tiolet 

18 Lack of support with my condition 

19 Appointment system and staff attitude 

20 Waiting for a call back as maybe in shower, tiolet etc 

21 Triage system 

22 Waiting for a call back   

23 Waiting more than 10 minutes beyond appt time 

24 The inability to get a GP appt 

25 Sometimes you are seen by a Dr 20 min late 

26 Sometimes having to go to Boots 



27 The lack of play area for the children 

28 Lack of available times, however this has improved. 

29 Waiting for a call back 

30 Time it takes to secure an appt 

31 The BP machine should be in a more private place 

32 Sometimes appt are booked very late 

33 I am profoundly deaf and  cannot use the triage system 

34 Waiting for a long time after appt 

35 Waiting long time over appt time 

36 Having to ask for key to tiolet 

37 The time waiting for a routine appt- resulting in a triage slot 

38 Waiting for an appt, too long between booking it and being seen 

39 Being asked by the receptionist the reason I want to see the Dr for a routine appt 

40 The wait for getting an appt 

41 The lack of specialities in certain areas 

42 Preferred when other waiting room was used as well 

43 Not all Dr are as useful or listen to you properly 

44 The lengthy wait 

45 Difficult to get an appt with a Dr of your choice 

46 Less choice of appt, need to wait longer 

47 Having to wait for a call back 

48 Sometimes I have to wait a while to be seen by a Dr 

49 Not being able to get an appt sooner 

 


